Multicolumn RBF Network.
This paper proposes the multicolumn RBF network (MCRN) as a method to improve the accuracy and speed of a traditional radial basis function network (RBFN). The RBFN, as a fully connected artificial neural network (ANN), suffers from costly kernel inner-product calculations due to the use of many instances as the centers of hidden units. This issue is not critical for small datasets, as adding more hidden units will not burden the computation time. However, for larger datasets, the RBFN requires many hidden units with several kernel computations to generalize the problem. The MCRN mechanism is constructed based on dividing a dataset into smaller subsets using the k-d tree algorithm. resultant subsets are considered as separate training datasets to train individual RBFNs. Those small RBFNs are stacked in parallel and bulged into the MCRN structure during testing. The MCRN is considered as a well-developed and easy-to-use parallel structure, because each individual ANN has been trained on its own subsets and is completely separate from the other ANNs. This parallelized structure reduces the testing time compared with that of a single but larger RBFN, which cannot be easily parallelized due to its fully connected structure. Small informative subsets provide the MCRN with a regional experience to specify the problem instead of generalizing it. The MCRN has been tested on many benchmark datasets and has shown better accuracy and great improvements in training and testing times compared with a single RBFN. The MCRN also shows good results compared with those of some machine learning techniques, such as the support vector machine and k-nearest neighbors.